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A B S T R A C T 

Galaxies with little star formation are found to have quenched over a variety of time-scales, which provides insights into 

the physical mechanisms responsible. Here, we examine the population of rapidly quenched galaxies (RQGs) in the SIMBA 

cosmological hydrodynamic simulation at 0.5 < z < 2, and compare them directly to observed post-starburst galaxies in the 
UKIDSS Ultra Deep Surv e y (UDS) via their colour distributions and mass functions. We find that the fraction of quiescent 
galaxies that are rapidly quenched in SIMBA at z = 1 is 59 ± 3 per cent, contributing 48 ± 5 per cent to the total mass of the red 

sequence, which is at the upper end of the ∼25–50 per cent derived from the UDS. A similar ‘downsizing’ of RQGs is observed in 

both SIMBA and the UDS, with RQGs at higher redshift having a higher average mass. Ho we ver, SIMBA produces too many RQGs 
at 1 < z q < 1.5 and too few low mass RQGs at 0.5 < z q < 1. Comparing colour distributions further suggests discrepancies in 

star formation and/or chemical enrichment histories, including an absence of short, intense starbursts in SIMBA . Our results will 
help inform the next generation of galaxy evolution models, particularly with respect to the quenching mechanisms employed. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: formation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxies in the local Universe display a strong bimodality in the 
olour–magnitude diagram (Baldry et al. 2004 ; Jin et al. 2014 ). Most
assive galaxies in the local Universe can be classified into two 

istinct groups: the ‘red sequence’ (quiescent, elliptical galaxies) 
nd the ‘blue cloud’ (star-forming, spiral galaxies). Observations 
av e rev ealed that the total number of stars that live in quiescent
alaxies (i.e. the total stellar mass), as well as the total number
f quiescent galaxies, continue to increase since a redshift of z 

1; in contrast, the stellar mass density of star-forming galaxies 
emains almost constant (Bell et al. 2004 ; Ilbert et al. 2013 ; Muzzin
t al. 2013 ). Quiescent galaxies have little in situ star formation
ctivity, thus, the steady growth of the red sequence implies a steady
onversion of star-forming galaxies into quiescent ones. Ho we ver, 
ow and why galaxies shut off their star formation and build up the
ed sequence remains unclear. 

A natural idea is that the star-forming galaxies deplete their gas 
upply and the star formation is gradually quenched. The Universe’s 
lobal star formation rate (SFR) density has declined by a factor of
10 since z ∼ 2 (Madau & Dickinson 2014 ), and as the number

ensity of star-forming galaxies has remained relatively constant 
uring the same time, this strongly indicates that typical star- 
orming galaxies are gradually decreasing their SFR o v er the past
 E-mail: yz69@st-andrews.ac.uk 
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everal billion years (Gyr). However, morphological observations 
uggest that gas depletion may not be the dominant quenching 
echanism. A blue spiral galaxy will not experience a morphological 

ransformation when it is quenched by simple gas depletion, while 
bserv ations re veal a strong correlation between quiescent galaxies 
nd a predominantly spheroid morphology at all redshifts (e.g. Bell 
t al. 2012 ; Bruce et al. 2014 ; Lang et al. 2014 ; Brennan et al. 2015 ;
wnsworth et al. 2016 ). Meanwhile, simple gas depletion can take a

ime-scale of several Gyr, which makes it hard to explain the existence
f quiescent galaxies in the relatively young Universe (out to z ∼
 or more, e.g. Straatman et al. 2014 ). Further analysis of the star
ormation histories (SFHs) of quiescent galaxies leads to growing 
vidence of the existence of rapid quenching mechanisms, alongside 
ther relati vely slo w quenching mechanisms such as depletion of gas
upply (e.g. Moutard et al. 2016 ; Pacifici et al. 2016 ; Maltby et al.
018 ; Rowlands et al. 2018 ; Wu et al. 2018 ; Belli, Newman & Ellis
019 ; Wild et al. 2020 ). 
Many mechanisms may be responsible for the quenching of 

alaxies. They broadly fall into two categories, internal and external. 
opular internal mechanisms to shut off star formation are active 
alactic nucleus (AGN) feedback and morphological quenching. 
odels suggest that AGN can heat up the cold gas in the galaxies by

hermal feedback and/or expel the cold gas by kinetic feedback, 
eading to a reduced gas content for star formation (Di Matteo,
pringel & Hernquist 2005 ; Choi et al. 2014 ; Dav ́e et al. 2019 ;
heng et al. 2020 ), although observations in support of this scenario

emain indirect and/or subjective (e.g. Best et al. 2005 ; Kaviraj et al.
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1 Wild et al. ( 2020 ) identify PSBs by their super-colours (read more about 
super-colours in Section 2.5 for more about super-colours). 
2 Belli et al. ( 2019 ) identify fast quenched galaxies via the UVJ diagram. 
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007 ; Smethurst et al. 2017 ; French et al. 2018 ). The morphology
f galaxies may likewise prevent star formation or accelerate gas
epletion. Once a galaxy acquires a spheroid-dominated morphology,
odels suggest disc stabilisation may stop gas cloud fragmentation

nd therefore gradually halt the star formation (Martig et al. 2009 ). 
Various external mechanisms may also be able to shut-off star

ormation and make galaxies quiescent, depending on the envi-
onment of the galaxies. Ram-pressure stripping can remo v e the
old gas content of satellite galaxies when they fall into a massive
luster (Gunn & Gott III 1972 ); ‘strangulation’ prevents the galaxies
rom retaining a gaseous halo that is required to continually fuel
he disc in the cluster environment (Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell
980 ; Balogh & Morris 2000 ); fast encounters with other galaxies
an disturb the star formation within the galaxies (‘harassment’,
allagher III & Ostriker 1972 ; Moore, Lake & Katz 1998 ). In

ess dense environments, mergers are more common, and might be
esponsible for quenching: the powerful starbursts triggered by a
erger quickly consume the gas content, and models suggest that

he subsequent stellar feedback (and possibly AGN feedback) could
iolently heat and expel the remaining gas (e.g. Barnes 1992 ; Naab &
urkert 2003 ; Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2005 ; Di Matteo et al. 2005 ).
o we ver, there is no obvious link between mergers and quenching in

osmological hydrodynamic simulations (Rodr ́ıguez Montero et al.
019 ; Quai et al. 2021 ) and, while it is challenging to link the two
 vents observ ationally, circumstantial e vidence indicates a lack of
onnection (Weigel et al. 2017 ; Ellison, Catinella & Cortese 2018 ). 

The lack of clarity from observations despite increasingly impres-
ive data sets suggests a complex array of internal mechanisms are
t play, even before environmental processes are introduced. Bulge-
o-total mass ratio, absolute bulge mass, molecular gas fraction, and
he presence of an AGN are strongly correlated with reduced star
ormation activity in galaxies (see e.g. Bluck et al. 2014 ; Zhang et al.
021 , for some recent results). Both ‘slow’ and ‘rapid’ quenching
rocesses likely play a role, with the balance of mechanisms
epending on redshift, stellar mass, and environment. The ‘slow’
rocess is likely multifaceted, with steady b ulge b uild-up leading
o disc stabilisation and reduced efficiency for star formation in
urrounding discs, and concurrent build-up of black hole mass (from
he same gas source that built the bulge) leading to energy input from
he AGN, preventing any further gas cooling in the most massive
ulges (Bluck et al. 2014 ). Subsequent temporally disconnected
ergers might then lead to elliptical-like morphologies (Zhang et al.

021 ). On the other hand, ‘rapid’ processes appear to have more
oncurrent morphological transformation (Yano et al. 2016 ; Almaini
t al. 2017 ; Maltby et al. 2018 ) and could be related to the extreme
tarburst events identified in the sub-millimetre (Wild et al. 2020 ;

ilkinson et al. 2021 ). 
Fundamentally, the large number of galaxy properties that cor-

elate with star formation activity in galaxies makes it difficult to
isentangle causation from correlation without reliance on e xtensiv e
imulations, which themselves are limited by resolution, size, and
nput physics. Higher order observations, such as the time-scales
f the quenching events and the previous evolutionary history from
he stellar fossil record, are starting to play an important role in
evealing the balance of quenching mechanisms responsible for
orming today’s quiescent galaxy population. 

Two mechanisms for rapidly quenching galaxies which are thought
o operate on time-scales shorter than a couple of hundred Myr are
inetic AGN feedback (e.g. Kaviraj et al. 2011 ), and ram-pressure
tripping which operates on galaxy cluster crossing time-scales (e.g.
badi, Moore & Bower 1999 ). The resulting rapid truncation of star

ormation can be identified in the stellar populations of the galaxies.
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
- and B-type stars explode as supernovae a few million years after
he quenching event, leading to A- and F-type stars dominating the
ight of the galaxy. This results in little/no emission lines but strong
almer absorption lines and Balmer break. The Balmer absorption

eatures are stronger when the galaxies experience starbursts prior to
he rapid quenching event. These galaxies are usually called ‘post-
tarburst’ (PSB) galaxies. 

Traditionally, combinations of line indices are used to select
apidly quenched galaxies or PSB candidates, e.g. the H α emission
ine (e.g. Goto et al. 2003 ; Quintero et al. 2004 ; Balogh et al. 2005 )
r the [O II ] emission line (e.g. Dressler & Gunn 1983 ; Zabludoff
t al. 1996 ; Poggianti et al. 1999 ) to quantify the weak or absent
ebular emission, combined with H δ or H γ absorption to quantify
he Balmer absorption strength. Alternatively, the 4000 Å break may
e used to estimate ongoing SFR, rather than nebular emission lines
Kauffmann et al. 2003 ). Since quiescent galaxies that host narrow
ine AGN can be excluded by an emission line cut, Wild et al. ( 2007 )
romotes a principal component analysis (PCA) based only on the
tellar continuum around 4000 Å to select PSBs. When spectra are
ot available, broad-band photometry can also be used, e.g. the rest-
rame UVJ diagram used in Whitaker et al. ( 2012 ) and the PCA
uper-colour method introduced in Wild et al. ( 2014 ). 

The contribution of the rapid quenching route to the growth of the
ed sequence has been a topic of research for the last decade. Wild
t al. ( 2009 ) used spectra from the VVDS surv e y to estimate that
40 per cent of the mass growth of the quiescent population at z ∼ 0.7

s contributed by PSBs, and Wild et al. ( 2020 ) combined photometry
nd spectra from the UDS surv e y to estimate a value of 25–50 per cent
t z ∼ 1. 1 Belli et al. ( 2019 ) estimate that rapid quenching accounts
or ∼20 per cent of the growth of the red sequence at z ∼ 1.4
nd ∼50 per cent by z ∼ 2.2. 2 Tacchella et al. ( 2022 ) find that
bout 25 per cent of the quiescent galaxies in Keck/DEIMOS surv e y
ALO7D are quenched within a short time-scale of 500 Myr at z obs ≈
.8. The importance of the rapid quenching route appears to decrease
ith decreasing redshift and may rapidly diminish at z < 1 (Wild

t al. 2016 ; Rowlands et al. 2018 ), and appears to also depend on
tellar mass and environment. Socolo vsk y et al. ( 2018 ) find a much
igher percentage of ∼70 per cent of quiescent cluster galaxies with
.0 < log (M/M �) < 10.5 and 0.5 < z < 1.0 have rapidly quenched,
lthough this may not be true of all clusters (De Lucia et al. 2009 ).
here is a strong link with galaxy morphology, with rapidly quenched
alaxies being highly compact (Yano et al. 2016 ; Almaini et al. 2017 ;
altby et al. 2018 ) and compact galaxies at intermediate redshifts

ound to have faster quenching times than normal-sized galaxies (Wu
t al. 2018 ; Nogueira-Cavalcante et al. 2019 ). 

Recently, the SIMBA cosmological simulation was found to pro-
uce a bimodality in quenching time-scales (Rodr ́ıguez Montero et al.
019 , RM19 hereafter), which provides a great platform to further
nvestigate the contribution of rapid quenching to the growth of the
ed sequence. In this paper, we will combine the known star formation
istories (SFHs) of the model galaxies with mock photometric data
o further investigate the rapidly quenched galaxies and figure out the
elative importance of the different quenching routes. In Section 2 ,
e describe the SIMBA cosmological simulation, how we identify
alaxies and extract their SFHs, and the mock photometry and super-
olour analysis. In Section 3 , we present our results and findings.
inally, in Sections 4 and 5, we discuss and summarize the results. 
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 SIMULATION  A N D  ANALYSIS  

n this paper, we study the SIMBA simulation, where we have access
oth to the true SFHs of the galaxies and can build mock photometric
ata sets with which to compare galaxies in the real Universe. We
ocus on the sample of 2623 galaxies that are quiescent at a redshift
f z ∼ 1 (snapshot 105 in SIMBA ), in order to understand how they
ecame quenched. In this section, we describe the simulation and 
ethods used. 

.1 The SIMBA simulation 

n this paper, we study the SIMBA cosmological hydrodynamic 
imulation (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ), the next generation of the MUFASA

imulation (Dav ́e, Thompson & Hopkins 2016 ). Like MUFASA , 
IMBA employs a forked version of GIZMO , a mesh-less finite 
ass hydrodynamics code (Hopkins 2015 ) based on Gadget-3 

Springel 2005 ). SIMBA uses a set of state-of-the-art sub-resolution 
rescriptions, including H 2 based SFR (Krumholz & Gnedin 2011 ), 
upernova feedback, star formation-driven galactic winds, a chemical 
nrichment model that tracks 11 elements, radiative cooling, and 
hotoionisation heating. These models are slightly updated to match 
he recent theoretical and observation results (see Dav ́e et al. 2019
or more details). 

The major updates of SIMBA compared to MUFASA are in two 
spects. First, SIMBA includes on-the-fly dust production, growth, 
nd destruction. Secondly, SIMBA tracks the growth of supermassive 
lack hole (SMBH) accretion and associated feedback. Dav ́e et al. 
 2019 ) describes the SMBH accretion model: Hot gas ( T > 10 5 K)
s accreted on to the central black hole via the standard Bondi–
oyle–Lyttleton accretion mode (Bondi 1952 ), while cold gas is 

ccreted through the action of gravitational torques following the 
nalytic sub-grid model of Hopkins & Quataert ( 2011 ). For feedback,
IMBA adopts two different SMBH feedback models, depending on 

he Eddington ratio. If the SMBH is in a high Eddington ratio state
 f Edd > 0.2), the SMBH will eject radiative AGN winds at velocities
 ∼ 10 3 km s −1 without changing the gas temperature; this is broadly
imilar to the AGN feedback model introduced in Angl ́es–Alc ́azar 
t al. ( 2017 ). As f Edd is lowered, feedback transitions to a jet mode
ith the outflow velocity strongly increased. The feedback becomes 

ntirely jet mode when the Eddington ratio is lower than 0.02 and
he SMBH mass is higher than 10 7.5 M �. Dav ́e et al. ( 2019 ) showed
hat massive quiescent galaxies are primarily quenched by the jet 
eedback from the SMBH at the galaxy centre. Both feedback modes 
re ejected bipolarly, along the central region’s angular momentum 

xis. When full jets are one, a third AGN feedback mode via X-ray
eating of central g alactic g as turns on (following Choi et al. 2012 );
his mode is important for fully quenching galaxies. 

We use the fiducial run of the SIMBA simulation suite, which has a
ox length of 100 comoving h −1 Mpc and a minimum gravitational 
oftening length of 0.5 comoving h −1 kpc. The simulation has 
 × 1024 3 particles, with equal numbers of baryonic and dark matter 
articles. The particle mass resolution is 9.6 × 10 7 M � for dark 
atter and 1.2 × 10 7 for the initial gas particles. In the fiducial

un, the simulation begins at a redshift of z = 249 and ends at z =
, thus simulating our present-day Universe. The first snapshot is 
utput at z = 20 and snapshots are then output with a time spacing
hat is comparable to galaxy dynamical time-scales, which yields 
51 snapshots in total. We are interested in the redshift range of
 = 2–0.5, where the snapshots have a time spacing of ∼ 100 and

150 Myr, respectively. SIMBA takes a Planck Collaboration XIII 
 2016 ) concordant cosmology of �m 

= 0.3, �� 

= 0 . 7, �b = 0.048,
 0 = 68 km s −1 Mpc −1 , σ 8 = 0.82, and n s = 0.97. 
We use the CAESAR 

3 package to analyse the galaxy properties by
rst grouping stars and interstellar medium (ISM) gas into baryonic 
alaxies via a six-dimensional (6D) friends-of-friends (FOFs) algo- 
ithm. The FOF adopts a spatial linking length of 0.0056 times the
ean inter-particle spacing and a velocity linking length of the local
 elocity dispersion. A resolv ed galaxy has a minimum number of 32
articles, which yields a minimum stellar mass of 5.8 × 10 8 M �. 
The galaxy properties in SIMBA are in good agreement with 

bservations (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ). A wide range of galaxy statistics are
ell reproduced, including the galaxy stellar mass function evolution, 
FRs, metallicities, dust properties, and black hole properties. The 
ood agreement between SIMBA and observations makes it a useful 
latform for investigating the specific physical processes driving 
alaxy evolution in more detail. 

.2 SFHs and quenching time-scales 

iven the SFHs of galaxies, it is straightforward to measure the
ime-scale o v er which the y quench, and with simulation data this
s possible. We identify galaxies to be quiescent if the y hav e an
nstantaneous specific star formation rate, sSFR < 0.2/ t H ( z), where
 H ( z) is the age of the Universe at redshift z and sSFR is the ratio
f instantaneous star formation rate (SFR) to the total stellar mass
f the galaxy, sSFR = SFR/M ∗, following RM19 and Pacifici et al.
 2016 ). Star-forming galaxies form a tight main sequence on the SFR

M ∗ plane, whose formation time-scales are typically seen to be 
maller than the Hubble time at that redshift (e.g. Whitaker et al.
012 ; Fumagalli et al. 2014 ; Speagle et al. 2014 ). This moti v ated
acifici et al. ( 2016 ) to Parametrize the evolution of the quiescent

hreshold as sSFR = 0.2/ t H ( z), meaning that quenched galaxies are
efined to have a formation time-scale of > 5 t H , and therefore lie
ignificantly below the main sequence at all relevant redshifts. 

To calculate the SFHs of each galaxy, we use the instantaneous
FR of the galaxy at each snapshot, tracking back through the most
assive progenitor. In the case that there are multiple galaxies in the

receding snapshot due to merger events, we choose the most massive 
ne as the progenitor and follow this progenitor back in time. By such
 process, we track backwards the most massive branch of the merger
ree of the quiescent galaxies. In some rare cases, we choose to select
he longer branch rather than the most massive progenitor branch. 
his is due to limitations of the halo finder programme, when the
ost massive progenitor has no progenitors, while the second most 
assive does have. In these cases, we chose the second most massive

rogenitor to allow us to track back the target galaxies o v er a longer
ime range. Fortunately, such cases happen in only about 2 per cent
f the sample, so we do not anticipate any impact on our statistical
esults due to using the longer branches. 

Now that we have the full progenitor histories for the galaxies, the
pecific SFHs (i.e. sSFR versus time) are formed from the instanta-
eous gas SFRs of the progenitor at each snapshot, normalized by
he total stellar mass of the progenitor, against the cosmic ages of the
napshots. Fig. 1 shows the derived SFHs for two example galaxies
hat are quiescent in the z = 0.5 snapshot, with the dots showing the
nstantaneous sSFRs in each snapshot. SIMBA snapshots have a time 
pacing of ∼100 Myr in the redshift range of interest in this paper,
hich is relatively coarse compared to the time-scale over which 

ome galaxies can be quenched. So to impro v e the accuracy of the
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Specific SFHs of an example rapidly quenched galaxy (red 
dots) and q slowly quenched galaxy (blue dots) identified in the z = 0.5 
simulation snapshot, with lookback time from z = 0.5. The dashed lines 
represent the star-forming [upper, sSFR( z) > 1/ t H ( z)] and quenched [lower, 
sSFR( z ) < 0.2/ t H ( z )] thresholds. To better estimate when the galaxies cross 
the thresholds, we first fit a cubic B-spline (Dierckx 1975 ) to the specific 
star formation history, which is shown as solid lines. We measure the time 
that a galaxy takes to cross from the star-forming to the quenched threshold 
and define this to be the quenching time τ q of the galaxy, indicated by the 
horizontal bars in the lower portion of the plot. 
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Figure 2. The probability density function (PDF) of the quenching time- 
scale (upper panel), and normalized by the age of the Universe at the time 
that the galaxy is quenched (lower panel) for galaxies that are quenched 
by z = 1 in SIMBA . In both cases, the distribution is clearly bimodal, with 
a division at τ q ∼ 175 Myr (dashed line) or τ q / t H ∼ 0.03. In this paper, 
we are interested in the spectral evolution of the galaxies, and therefore the 
quenching time-scale without normalization is the rele v ant property. 
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4 We test the impact of varying this threshold to be 150 or 200 Myr. The 
variation does not lead to any qualitati ve dif ference in our results and only 
changes the numbers by a few per cent. 
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stimated quenching time-scales, we fit a cubic B-spline (Dierckx
975 ) to the SFH. The interpolated SFHs for the two examples are
hown in Fig. 1 by solid lines. We define the quenching time, τ q , as
he time a galaxy takes to cross from a star-forming threshold to the
uiescent threshold defined abo v e, where the star-forming threshold
s defined as sSFR( z) > 1/ t H ( z). Defining the thresholds with respect
o the Hubble time, as suggested by RM19 and Pacifici et al. ( 2016 ),
ccounts for the strong evolution in typical galaxy sSFR with redshift
e.g. Speagle et al. 2014 ). These thresholds are shown by black
ashed lines in Fig. 1 , and the inferred τ q of the example galaxies
re indicated by the horizontal bars towards the bottom of the figure.
ote that the quenching time τ q is sometimes scaled by the age of

he Universe t H ( z) to give a normalized quenching time of τ q / t H ( z).
s explained below, we do not follow this convention in this paper. 
We note that the SFHs of galaxies that are identified from the
erger trees are different from those used to calculate the spectral

nergy distribution (SED) of the galaxies in a given snapshot. The
EDs are computed from the ages and metallicities of the star
articles present in the galaxy at the time of observation, which
ncludes stars originating from all pre-merged components. This
eplicates what is done observationally and ensures the SEDs are
reated from SFHs with very high time resolution, thus able to
ccurately produce the SEDs of RQGs. 

.3 Sample selection 

here are ∼ 39 000 galaxies identified by the halo finder in the z ∼ 1
napshot. We select the galaxies that have stellar masses more than
 ∗ ≥ 5 × 10 9 M � and a K -band apparent magnitude K < 23 mag.
hese two constraints are chosen to match the observational sample

hat we are going to compare to in this paper. With an initial mass
f gas particles of 1.82 × 10 7 M �, this stellar mass cut guarantees
hat each galaxy contains more than 275 stellar particles so that the
ffects of numerical fluctuations are limited. The K- band cut also
elps to reduce numerical effects, but more importantly, it ensures
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
hat the galaxies are bright enough to be observed in our comparison
bservational data set. 
The mass and apparent magnitude cuts select 10 530 galaxies. Of

hese, 2623 lie below the quiescent threshold (sSFR < 0.2/ t H ) and
orm the red sequence at redshift z ∼ 1. As described abo v e, we track
ack the progenitors of each galaxy in this final sample, reconstruct
heir SFH and measure their quenching time-scales. The upper panel
f Fig. 2 shows the stark bimodality in the distribution of the
uenching time-scales very clearly, with a division at τ q ∼ 175 Myr
the dashed line in the figure). For slowly quenched galaxies, their
uenching time-scale can be comparable to the cosmic time-scale,
ence it is common to normalize the times by the age of the Universe
t the time that the galaxy is quenched (log ( τ q / t H ), lower panel of
ig. 2 ). The bimodality remains with a division at log ( τ q / t H ) = −1.5
r τ q / t H ≈ 0.032 equi v alently. While this normalization is common in
he literature (see e.g. RM19 ,where the bimodality was disco v ered in
IMBA ), it is unrelated to the spectral evolution of the galaxies, which
volve the same regardless of Cosmic age. Thus, in this paper, we
dopt the criterion without Universe age scaling and define ‘rapidly
uenched galaxies’ (RQGs) as those with τ q ≤ 175 Myr. 4 
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.4 Mock photometric data set 

onstraining the SFH of a galaxy with observational data is challeng- 
ng, with limited information stored in the integrated spectral energy 
istributions (SEDs), and strong dependencies on the fitting methods 
nd stellar synthesis models. Therefore, to compare with real data, 
e use the PYLOSER 

5 package to forward-model the observed colours 
nd create mock photometric data for the simulated galaxies in 
IMBA . This uses the stellar population synthesis models pyFSPS, a 
YTHON version of FSPS (Conroy, Gunn & White 2009 ; Conroy &
unn 2010 ), which combines the MIST stellar isochrone model 

Choi et al. 2016 ; Dotter 2016 ; Paxton et al. 2011 , 2013 , 2015 ) with
he MILES spectral library (S ́anchez-Bl ́azquez et al. 2006 ; Falc ́on-
arroso et al. 2011 ). Throughout our analysis a Chabrier initial mass

unction (Chabrier 2003 ) is assumed and nebular emission is included 
see Byler et al. 2017 , for more details). The models are interpolated
o the age and metallicity of each stellar particle. 

Wavelength dependent dust extinction is included by ray-tracing 
he line-of-sight extinction. PYLOSER calculates the dust extinction 
o each stellar particle within the galaxies based on the density of the
ine-of-sight dust column, combined with a composite dust extinction 
a w. F or galaxies with an average metallicity lower than one-tenth
f Solar metallicity, the extinction law of the Small Magellanic 
loud is applied. For galaxies with a metallicity higher than Solar 
etallicity, a mix ed e xtinction la w is used depending on the sSFR

f the galaxies: Milky-Way extinction (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 
989 ) for less star-forming galaxies (sSFR < 0.1Gyr −1 ), Calzetti 
t al. ( 2000 ) for highly star-forming galaxies (sSFR > 1Gyr −1 ) and a
inear combination of the two for galaxies with an sSFR in between.
or galaxies with an intermediate metallicity that do not fall in the

wo groups mentioned abo v e, the SMC and ‘mixed’ extinction law
re themselv es mix ed. PYLOSER is much faster than full radiative
ransfer; ho we ver, the results are generally similar (see Akins et al.
n preparation). 

The attenuated spectra of all-stars in the galaxies are summed to 
orm the integrated galaxy spectrum, which is then redshifted and 
immed according to the redshift of the galaxies (including peculiar 
elocities) to simulate the observed spectra. Finally, filter transmis- 
ion functions are applied to calculate the apparent magnitude of the 
alaxies in different bands. Here we compute photometry in 11 filters
o mimic our comparison observational data set: the Subaru B, V, R,
’, z’; UKIRT J, H, K; VISTA Y; and IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands. 

.5 Super-colour analysis 

s well as identifying rapidly quenched galaxies directly from their 
FHs, we use a second method that is more directly comparable 
ith observations. We classify the SIMBA galaxy spectral energy 
istribution (SED) shapes using a PCA of the mock observed 
ultiwavelength photometry. The PCA method compresses the 

omplicated SEDs into a few linear combinations of observed bands, 
alled super-colours. The super-colour analysis was first introduced 
n Wild et al. ( 2014 ), and then slightly updated by Wild et al. ( 2016 )
o classify galaxies in a slightly wider redshift range (0.5 < z <

). Details of the super-colour technique can be found in these two
apers, but here we provide a brief summary of the key features. 
The super-colour analysis involves projecting the multiwavelength 

hotometry on to pre-computed eigenvectors (or equi v alently eigen- 
pectra) that were determined from a large library of 44 000 model
 https:// pyloser.readthedocs.io/en/ latest/ 

m
7

U
2

EDs created by combining the Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) stellar
opulation synthesis model with ‘stochastic’ SFHs (Kauffmann et al. 
003 ; Gallazzi et al. 2005 ) and two-component dust attenuation
Charlot & Fall 2000 ). The precise details of this library are irrele v ant,
s it simply defines the weighting vectors for the projection of any
ther data set. This method therefore allows the direct comparison 
f simulated and real data, without any dependence on population 
ynthesis models, so long as the same observed wavebands are used.
he mock data is massively ‘gappy’ compared to the eigenvectors 
hich are computed using small steps in redshift in order to co v er

ll possible combinations of observed photometry for galaxies o v er
he full redshift range of 0.5 < z < 2. This is accounted for using
he ‘gappy PCA’ method of Connolly & Szalay ( 1999 ), leading to
ormal errors on the final super-colours which depend slightly on 
edshift. 

The principal component amplitudes indicate the contribution of 
ach eigenspectrum in the SED and are termed ‘super-colours’ (SC) 
s they are equi v alent to a traditional colour, i.e. they are weighted
inear combinations of the observed fluxes. Wild et al. ( 2014 )
ound that the first three eigenspectra are required to account for
 99 . 9 per cent of the variance in the model SEDs, and can thus be

sed to accurately , succinctly , and uniquely describe and reconstruct
he shape of all galaxy SEDs. The 10-band observed photometry, for
alaxies o v er a wide redshift range, are compressed into just three
umbers with little loss of information. Each super-colour indicates 
 particular property of the galaxy SEDs: SC1 describes the red-
lue slope of the SED, indicating the average sSFR; SC2 changes
he strength of the 4000 Å or Balmer break, indicating the fraction
f stellar mass formed in the last ∼1 Gyr as well as the metallicity
f star-forming galaxies; SC3 also controls the exact SED shape 
round the 4000 Å break and helps to break the de generac y between
etallicity and burst fraction. 
Similarly to traditional rest-frame UVJ analyses, the super-colour 

nalysis can be used to classify galaxy SEDs into quiescent and
tar -forming, b ut without requiring model fits to determine rest-
rame colours. Importantly for this project, the super-colours cleanly 
eparate out an unusual class of rapidly quenched, recent starburst 
alaxies (i.e. post-starburst galaxies), which lie abo v e the main
opulations due to their excess population of A- and F-type stars,
hich have unusually strong Balmer breaks while still being quite 
lue (Wild et al. 2016 ; Maltby et al. 2018 ; Wild et al. 2020 ). For
he purpose of identifying these rapidly quenching galaxies, we find 
hat SC1 and SC2 are sufficient, so we focus on these two SCs in the

ain body of the paper and briefly discuss SC3 in Appendix A . 
The upper panels of Fig. 3 show the super-colour distributions 

f the SIMBA galaxies at z = 0.5 and 1. 6 In the middle panels, we
isplay the observed distribution of super-colours for galaxies (Wild 
t al. 2016 ) from Data Release 8 (DR8) of the United Kingdom
nfrared Telescope (UKIRT) Ultra Deep Surv e y (UDS, Lawrence 
t al. 2007 , Almaini et al. in prep ), with the same mass and K -band
agnitude cut, but with slightly looser redshift ranges 7 of 0.5 < z 

 0.7 and 0.9 < z < 1.1. In the observational data, we observe a
ight sequence in the upper-left region of super-colour space, clearly 
eparated from the lower branch, which is comprised of quiescent 
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 

atch the number of galaxies in the observational comparison samples. 
 Ideally, a redshift range of 0.4 < z < 0.6 would be used here, ho we ver, the 
DS super-colour catalogue only includes galaxies at z > 0.5 (Wild et al. 
016 ). 

https://pyloser.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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M

Figure 3. The distribution of the first two super-colours, which describe the SED shapes, of SIMBA galaxies (upper panels) and galaxies in the UKIDSS Ultra 
Deep Surv e y (lower panels). All galaxies are selected to hav e K -band magnitudes brighter than 23 mag and stellar masses M ∗ ≥ 5 × 10 9 M �. The SIMBA galaxies 
are selected from the z = 0.5 ( left 2D histograms) and z = 0.99 (right 2D histograms) snapshots, while the UDS galaxies have a redshift range of 0.5 < z < 0.7 
(left) and 0.9 < z < 1.1 (right). For the purposes of presentation only, in order to better compare with the observations, we plot a randomly selected 40 per cent 
and 20 per cent of the av ailable SIMBA galaxies. We also sho w the projected 1D histograms of SC1 and SC2 in the bottom panels. 
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alaxies with low sSFR (Wild et al. 2014 ). The lower branch contains
tar-forming galaxies spread out to co v er a much larger region in
C1-SC2 space, with higher sSFR galaxies on the right and dustier
r low sSFR galaxies on the left. The post-starburst galaxies lie to
he upper-right end of the red sequence, forming a tight sequence and
learly separated from the star-forming cloud, unlike in traditional
VJ colour-colour diagrams. 
Comparing the SIMBA and UDS samples in the upper and middle

anels, SIMBA broadly reproduces the important features like the
ed sequence and the blue cloud, but in more detail we see some
ery clear differences, indicating that the shapes of the modelled
EDs are not entirely correct in SIMBA . The SIMBA galaxies are
hifted to higher SC1 and SC2 values compared to the UDS, i.e. the
odelled SEDs are on average too blue and have too strong Balmer

nd 4000 Å break strengths,which can be seen more clearly in the
D distributions in the bottom panels in Fig. 3 . There is also no clean
eparation between the quiescent and blue sequence, and the post-
tarburst population is much less clearly defined. In Appendix A , we
how that the differences remain when a different stellar population
odel is used to create the mock photometric data, and also that the

lue sequence is well separated from the quiescent population when
ust extinction has not been applied. From these investigations, we
onclude that an inaccurate dust treatment may in part be causing
he blue sequence to blend with the quiescent population, but the
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
emaining differences between SIMBA and UDS hint that SIMBA is
ot perfect in terms of creating the right types of star formation and
hemical evolution histories; we return to this below. Nevertheless,
s we demonstrate conclusi vely belo w, it is still possible to use the
uper-colours to identify rapidly quenching galaxies, albeit with a
evel of contamination from star-forming galaxies that we do not
xpect to see in real samples. 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we study the ef fecti veness of the super-colour
echnique at identifying rapidly quenched galaxies, measure the
ontribution of the rapid quenching pathway to the build up of the
uiescent population as a function of both mass and redshift, and
ompare the mass function with observations of galaxies selected
sing the same super-colour technique. Finally, we investigate the
isibility time-scales of the rapidly quenched galaxies and the impact
f an absence of starbursts on the SIMBA galaxy colour distribution. 

.1 Rapidly quenched galaxies in super-colour space 

he upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the distribution in SC1-SC2 super-
olour space of the 2623 quiescent galaxies with an instantaneous
SFR below the quiescent threshold of sSFR < 0.2/ t H ( z = 1) in the

art/stac905_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Top panel : The distribution in super-colour space of quiescent 
galaxies in the z = 1 snapshot of the SIMBA simulation, selected to have an 
instantaneous sSFR < 0.2/ t H ( z = 1). As found in observed data, they form 

a tight sequence to the left of super-colour space. Bottom panel : The ratio 
of the number of rapidly quenched galaxies to all quenched galaxies within 
each bin. Almost all quiescent galaxies found in the upper right tip of the 
red sequence have been rapidly quenched. We mark this region with a box to 
further investigate the properties of the galaxies in this region. 
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Figure 5. Investigating the past and future star-formation properties of 
galaxies that fall inside the box delineated in Fig. 4 in the z = 1 snapshot of the 
SIMBA simulation. Upper panel: the sSFH of all galaxies that fall inside the 
super-colour defined RQG box in the z = 1 snapshot (black lines), with the 
16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of the sSFR at each lookback time since z = 

0.5 (red lines). The dashed black lines show the evolving star-forming (the 
upper one) and quiescent thresholds (the lower one). The magenta line marks 
the time at z = 1. Although only ∼10 per cent of the galaxies in this region 
of SC space are currently quiescent, the majority show a recent sharp drop 
in their SFHs which drives their unusual SED shapes and position in super- 
colour space. Lower panel: The census and future evolution of galaxies that 
fall in the super-colour defined RQG box at z = 1. The majority of galaxies 
in the box are ‘quenching’, i.e. they have an sSFR between the star-forming 
and quiescent thresholds. Despite their recent rapid quenching ev ents, man y 
remain abo v e the quenched threshold for a significant time period, with only 
∼60 per cent of the galaxies in the box at z = 1 becoming formally quiescent 
in the following 1.0 Gyr. 
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 = 1 snapshot (Section 2.3 ). As expected from the observational
ata, the quiescent population follows a tight sequence towards the 
eft-hand edge of the full SC distribution. This is due to the strong
000 Å break strength, with the slope in SC1-SC2 caused by the 
istribution of both ages and metallicities in the population. The 
o wer panel sho ws the ratio of rapidly quenched galaxies ( τ q ≤
75 Myr) to all quiescent galaxies in super-colour space. We see that
lmost all quiescent galaxies in the upper right tip of this sequence
ave been rapidly quenched, matching the region identified as being 
ominated by post-starburst galaxies in observations (Wild et al. 
014 ). We delineate the region with a box as shown to further
nvestigate the properties of galaxies in this region of super-colour 
pace. 8 Not all RQGs fall in this region, as over time the Balmer
reak strength of RQGs weakens and they descend in SC1 and SC2
 We note that reasonable variations in the borders of the box do not lead to a 
ualitati ve dif ference in our results. 

b
a
a
a  

q

nto the red sequence. Therefore, this box is designed only to identify
QGs that quenched recently, as we explore further below. 
In the upper panel of Fig. 5 , we plot the past and future sSFH of

ll 729 galaxies that are found within the box in the z = 1 snapshot
i.e. including galaxies that are not yet quiescent, unlike in Fig. 4 ).

e find that only 10 per cent of them are formally quenched by our
efinition (i.e. have dropped below the quiescent threshold of sSFR 

 0.2/ t H ); ho we v er, the galaxies hav e e xperienced a rapid drop in
SFR in the recent < 0.5 Gyr, as expected given their strong Balmer
reak strengths. The median, 16th and 84th percentiles also show 

 dramatic decrease of sSFR. This highlights an important point 
bout the identification of RQGs: the spectral features are transient, 
nd therefore they are only identifiable for a short time following
uenching (see Section 3.3 ). 
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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Figure 6. The evolutionary tracks in super-colour space of the rapidly 
quenched (upper panel) and slowly quenched (lower panel) galaxies displayed 
in Fig. 1 . The underlying grey contours show the distribution of SIMBA 

galaxies at redshift z ∼ 1. The colour bar indicates look-back time from z = 

0.5, where these two galaxies were selected to be quiescent. 
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In the lower panel of Fig. 5 , we show the fraction of these
alaxies with sSFR abo v e the star-forming line (blue line), below the
uenched line (red line), and in the process of becoming quenched
green line), as a function of time from z = 1. Despite most having
xperienced a recent sharp decline in star formation, they do not
mmediately cross the threshold to become fully quenched, with
nly ∼60 per cent of the galaxies formally quiescent within 1 Gyr.
his shows that while SIMBA produces a population of galaxies that

apidly decrease in SFR, the mechanisms responsible are not able
o entirely quench the star formation. We note that this is unlikely
o be representative of the situation in the real Universe, where the
lear separation of RQGs from star-forming galaxies in super-colour
pace, as well as evidence from spectroscopy, indicates that most
QGs have both recently and rapidly decreased their star formation
nd entirely halted any ongoing star formation. Further exploration
f any residual level of star formation in recently rapidly quenched
alaxies may provide useful constraints on feedback mechanisms.
e return to this point in 3.5 below. 

.2 Contribution of rapid quenching to the quiescent 
opulation 

ith our simulation data set, there are two ways to identify quiescent
alaxies that have previously rapidly quenched their star formation
nd thus assess the contribution of rapid quenching to the build-up
f the quiescent population. First, we can identify them by their
nown SFHs (SFH-selected), and secondly, by their observational
ignatures (SC-selected). Note that we do not use the super-colours
lone to identify RQGs in SIMBA, as is done observationally, but first
dentify quiescent galaxies and track back their evolution in super-
olour space to see whether they enter the region where we find a
igh fraction of RQGs in Fig. 4 . In this section, we compare both
ethods to measure the contribution of the rapid quenching route to

he quiescent population in SIMBA , as well as how well photometric
bservations are able to reco v er the true impact of rapid quenching. 
In Fig. 6 , we display the super-colour tracks of the progenitors

f the two example z = 0.5 galaxies shown in Fig. 1 , coloured by
ookback time since z = 0.5. The upper and lower panels show the
apidly and slowly quenched galaxies, respectively. While the RQG
o v es through the box region, the slowly quenched galaxy moves

irectly on to the red sequence without entering the box region.
e can calculate the super-colour track of all RQGs in the z =
 SIMBA snapshot, identifying those that enter the box region of
uper-colour space, and classifying them as ‘rapidly quenched’ from
heir observed colours. 9 We expect this process to identify fewer
QGs than using the SFHs, which are not accessible observationally,
ecause the super-colours are not a perfect selection method, one
annot ensure that every single RQG would enter the box region.
ecause the super-colours that we are using are only defined up to
 redshift of 2, it is only possible to identify ‘observational’ rapid
uenching events that occur after this time. In the following, we
nsure that we compare lik e-with-lik e when comparing SFH-selected
nd colour-selected RQGs by restricting the SFH-selected RQGs to
hose that quench below z q = 2. We define z q to be the redshift at
hich the sSFR of the galaxy last crosses the quiescent threshold of
.2/ t ( z). 
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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 We linearly interpolate the SC1-SC2 points between individual snapshots to 
dentify whether a galaxy enters the region, rather than using the snapshots 
lone. 
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We find that 1537 out of 2623 quiescent galaxies at redshift z
1 in SIMBA have a quenching time-scale of τ q ≤ 175 Myr, i.e.
59 per cent have been rapidly quenched. Summing their stellar

asses, we find they contribute ∼48 per cent of the total stellar mass
n the red sequence. To estimate the uncertainty of the RQG fraction
n SIMBA , we divide the SIMBA simulation box into 8 sub-volumes
y the middle points of each dimension of the simulation box and
nalyse the RQG number ratio and mass contribution fraction to the
rowth of red sequence. The standard deviation of the RQG number
atio and mass contribution fraction is 3 per cent and 5 per cent,
espectively. Restricting to those galaxies with z q < 2 in order to
etter compare to the observations, we find 1315 out of these 2314
uiescent galaxies are SFH-defined RQGs making up ∼57 per cent of
he red sequence in terms of number count and ∼45 per cent in terms
f stellar mass, with a standard deviation of 3 per cent and 6 per cent
espectively among the eight sub-volumes. Thus roughly half the
ed sequence at z = 1 is comprised of rapidly quenched systems in
IMBA . We then check the tracks of the 1315 SFH-defined RQGs,
nd find that 1247 of them once enter the box in super-colour space,
howing that the SC box is an ef fecti ve selector of RQGs. Thus,
247 out of 2314 quiescent galaxies are RQGs that can be identified
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Figure 7. Upper panel: The z = 1 mass function of all galaxies (black dotted 
line, both star-forming and quiescent), all quiescent galaxies [black dashed 
line, sSFR < 0.2/ t H ( z = 1)] and those quenched after redshift z q < 2 (black 
solid line); the SFH-identified rapidly quenched galaxies (red dashed line, τ q 

≤ 175 Myr) and the super-colour identified rapidly quenched galaxies (red 
solid line). The error bars here are the Poisson errors in each bin. Lower 
panel: the ratio of the SFH-selected RQGs to all quiescent galaxies quenched 
after redshift z q = 2 (dashed red line), the super-colour selected RQGs to 
all quiescent galaxies quenched after redshift z q = 2 (red solid line) and the 
super-colour selected RQGs to the SFH-selected RQGs (green dashed line). 
The black dashed lines indicate ratios, from top to bottom, of 0.5, 1, and 2. 
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y the super-colour selection, making up ∼54 per cent of the red
equence in terms of number count. Ho we v er, the y only account for
38 per cent in terms of stellar mass. The uncertainty on these two

umbers is also about 3 per cent and 5 per cent respectively. 
The numbers show that the super-colour selection identifies most 

f the SFH-selected RQGs but preferentially misses the more massive 
QGs. To investigate this further, in the upper panel of Fig. 7 ,
e display the mass functions of the whole galaxy sample at z =
 (both star-forming and quiescent) with a black dotted line, the 
uiescent galaxy population, with a black dashed line for all quiescent 
alaxies, and black solid line for galaxies with z q < 2, alongside those
uiescent galaxies identified as rapid quenchers by their SFH (dashed 
ed line) or from having passed through the box in super-colour space
ince z < 2 (solid red line). We assume Poisson errors when we count
he galaxies in each mass bin, and these are then propagated into the

ass function. The mass function peaks between 10 10 and 10 11 M �,
ith fe wer lo wer and higher mass quiescent galaxies as expected.
y restricting our analysis to galaxies with z q < 2 we lose a small

raction of quiescent galaxies, with a slight bias to preferentially 
osing the more massive ones. 

Clearly, the shape of the mass function of the RQGs is similar to
hat of the total quiescent population, but to better compare the three

ass functions, their ratios are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 7 .
he green line compares the mass function of the SFH-selected 
QGs with the SC-selected RQGs, while the red lines compare the 
ass functions of the RQGs with the quiescent population with z q <

. The dashed black lines indicate the ratios of 0.5, 1, and 2 for easy
eference. We see that for the majority of the quiescent population, the 
apid quenching route makes up a little o v er half by number count of
ll quiescent galaxies. The dominant difference between the shape 
f the mass functions is at the high mass end, with RQGs having
 lower typical stellar mass than the o v erall quiescent population,
ighlighting that the rapid quenching routes are more important in 
he low/median mass galaxies. This coincides with the mass range 
here SIMBA ’s jet feedback is dominant, consistent with the idea that

he star formation in these RQGs is rapidly quenched by the violent
et feedback and associated X-ray feedback. We also note an apparent
rop in contribution of RQGs at the lowest masses, and it is possible
hat ongoing accretion prevents these galaxies from depleting their 
as rapidly enough to be selected. Ho we ver, the smaller number of
alaxies in the lowest mass bin make this result uncertain. 

From the green dashed line indicating the ratio of SC-selected 
QGs to SFH-selected RQGs, we see that almost all RQGs are

dentified observationally at stellar masses below 10 11 M �. At the
igh mass end, some SFH-selected RQGs can be missed by the
uper-colour identification. We visually inspected the SFHs and 
uper-colour tracks of the 49 RQGs with M ∗ > 10 11 M � that are
ot identified by their SC tracks. We found that they fall into two
roups: (1) the galaxy does not have a high enough sSFR prior to
uenching to sho w suf ficiently strong spectral features to enter the
ox in super-colour space; (2) the galaxy has a fluctuating SFH
fter being quenched, and although the sSFR never returns above the
tar-forming threshold, the weak rejuvenation event(s) complicate 
he super-colour track of the galaxy, preventing it from entering the
election box. This process appears to be particularly pre v alent in the
ighest mass galaxies. 

.3 Visibility time-scales 

nderstanding the visibility time-scale of RQGs or PSBs is an active
rea for astronomers (e.g. French 2021 ), as this allows an estimate of
he mass growth of red sequence through the rapid quenching route.

easuring time-scales requires high quality continuum spectroscopy 
o accurately reconstruct their SFHs, and therefore their evolution 
hrough colour-selection space. Fortunately, for simulated RQGs in 
IMBA , a direct measurement of the visibility time-scale can be more
asily obtained. 

We define the visibility time-scale of RQGs as the duration o v er
hich the galaxies stay in the box region of super-colour space.
he time-spacing of the SIMBA snapshots is coarse relative to the
isibility time-scale, so it is not possible to do this precisely based on
he snapshots only, and we instead use the linear interpolation in SC
pace to estimate the visibility time. For the small fraction of tracks
hat start in the box, i.e. at z = 2 the galaxy is already quenching,
e simply take the time of z = 2 as an entering time. Similarly, for

racks that end in the box, we take the time of z = 0.5 as a leaving
ime. Some galaxies may enter and leave the box region several times
ue to fluctuations in their SFHs, and for these, we accumulate all
he time the galaxies super-colours are within the box. At z = 0.5,
here are 2938 quiescent galaxies that have passed through the box
egion with a median visibility time of ∼ 400 Myr. 

The visibility time-scale of RQGs decreases as the redshift 
ecreases, from ∼500 Myr for galaxies that quenched between 1.25 
 z q < 2, to ∼ 400 Myr for galaxies that quenched between 0.75
 z q < 1.25 and ∼ 300 Myr for galaxies that quenched at 0.5
 z q < 0.75, respectively. This difference likely arises due to the

igher gas fractions and therefore higher sSFR of galaxies at higher
edshifts, causing a stronger observed Balmer break feature in the 
EDs which remains for longer. This is important, as it means that

he observed increase in number density of PSBs at high redshift in
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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M

Figure 8. Top left-panel : The mass functions of RQGs identified from their SFH to have τ q ≤ 175 Myr in the z = 0.5 SIMBA snapshot, which were quenched at 
1.25 < z q < 2 (red), 0.75 < z q < 1.25 (green) and 0.5 < z q < 0.75 (blue). The stellar mass is the mass at the time of quenching and the errors are propagated from 

Poisson errors on the number counts. Top centre: Same as top left, but for RQGs that also pass through the RQG region of super-colour space. Top right-panel : 
The mass functions for RQGs in the UKIDSS UDS surv e y, taken from the catalogue of (Wild et al. 2016 ). Middle panel: the ratio of the number of RQGs to 
the total number of galaxies that are quenched during each redshift interval. On the left, the RQGs are identified from their SFHs alone, and in the middle, they 
also pass through the RQG region of super-colour space. Note that there is no easy observational comparison to these middle panels, as it is more challenging to 
identify galaxies that recently quenched slowly than to identify RQGs. Bottom panel: the ratio of volume density of RQGs to that of all galaxies at the middle 
redshift of each redshift interval. As same as the middle row, on the left the RQGs are identified from their SFHs alone, and in the middle they also pass through 
the RQG region of super-colour space. 
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10 The remaining 372 RQGs were quenched before z = 2, hence are not 
included in this analysis. 
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he observations should be moderated by the increased visibility time
or identifying them. 

These values are not directly comparable to observational results,
ue to the difference in super-colour distributions between SIMBA

nd the UDS, meaning that different boxes were used to identify the
QGs. Therefore, the value of 390 Myr, compared to 0.5–1 Gyr in
ild et al. ( 2020 ), is likely consistent within the uncertainties. This

alculation should certainly be revisited when simulations are able to
roduce the o v erall colour distributions of galaxies more accurately.

.4 Redshift evolution 

bservations have suggested that the importance of the rapid
uenching route appears to decrease with decreasing redshift and
ay rapidly diminish at z < 1 (Wild et al. 2016 ; Rowlands et al.

018 ; Belli et al. 2019 ). Here we investigate the redshift evolution of
QGs in the SIMBA simulated galaxies. We first select 3257 rapidly
uenched SIMBA galaxies with τ q ≤ 175 Myr in the z = 0.5 snapshot,
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
nd separate them into three different redshift bins depending on the
edshift at which the galaxy was quenched ( z q ): 1.25 < z q < 2 (361
alaxies), 0.75 < z q < 1.25 (1874 galaxies), and 0.5 < z q < 0.75 (650
alaxies). 10 The mass functions of these three samples are shown in
he top left-hand panel of Fig. 8 , using the total stellar masses of the
alaxies at the time they were quenched. The top-centre panel shows
he same result using only those RQGs that also pass through the
egion of super-colour space, which would allow them to be detected
bservationally. 
The SIMBA RQG mass functions show a strong redshift evolution,

ith high-mass RQGs ( M 

∗ > 10 11 M �) predominantly present in the
.75 < z q < 1.25 and 1.25 < z q < 2 samples. The number density of
ntermediate-mass RQGs (10 10 < M 

∗/M � < 10 11 ) increases rapidly
etween 1.25 < z q < 2 and 0.75 < z q < 1.25. As time goes on,
he mass function retains its shape but the o v erall number density
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Figure 9. The super-colours of SIMBA z = 1 galaxies with a ‘pseudo-burst’ 
added (see text for details). This causes a much more prominent spur to the 
upper-right end of the red sequence, similar to that seen in the UDS data 
(Fig. 3 ). 
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ecreases to the 0.5 < z q < 0.75 sample. The left-hand and middle
anels show very similar results, showing that the observational 
uper-colour selection method for RQGs is able to tell a qualitatively 
imilar story. 

The middle panels of Fig. 8 show the ratio of RQGs to the
otal number of galaxies quenched during each redshift bin in 
IMBA , with a pure SFH selection on the left, and including the
uper-colour selection in the middle. Note that this only includes 
alaxies quenched within the redshift interval, rather than the full 
umber of quenched galaxies at that redshift. In the high redshift
in (1.25 < z < 2) we see that the majority of galaxies that are
uenched in this redshift range are quenched rapidly, at all masses. As 
edshift decreases, the rapid quenching pathway remains important 
t lower masses, but a smaller fraction of high mass galaxies pass
hrough the rapid quenching pathway. Again, the o v erall qualitativ e
rends are identified when the super-colours are used to identify 
he RQGs. 

The bottom panels of Fig. 8 show the ratio of volume density of
QGs to that of all galaxies at a comparable redshift. Note that since
 ( RQG ) is measured at the time that RQGs get quenched, each
QG is only counted once within the redshift interval. Thus, for
omparison, we compute 
 ( All Gal .) at the SIMBA snapshots with
he closest redshift to the middle redshift of each interval, which 
ppropriately counts each galaxy in SIMBA once. This assumes that 
he mass function does not evolve much within each redshift range, 
hich we have verified. The chosen snapshot redshifts are z = 1.62,
.99, and 0.63 for the three intervals, respectively. 
Massive galaxies are more likely to be quiescent as seen in the

pper panel of Fig. 7 ; ho we ver, in the middle panels of Fig. 8 , it
s seen that the y hav e lower RQG fractions than the peak value
t log M ∗ ≈ 10.3. In the bottom panels of Fig. 8 taking the ratio
f RQGs to all galaxies, these two effects partially cancel each 
ther. The former effect tends to be more pronounced, leading to 
 flatter trend at the high mass end compared with that seen in the
iddle panels. The evolutionary trend with redshift, meanwhile, is 

imilar to what we found in the upper panels, with RQGs peaking 
t z ∼ 1. 

The top right-hand panel of Fig. 8 shows the mass function of
uper-colour selected RQGs in the UKIDSS Ultra Deep Surv e y 
UDS) for comparison, which is recreated using the data of Wild 
t al. ( 2016 ) with the same redshift and mass bins as used in
his paper. Although they are named post-starburst galaxies in the 
bservational work, this is only a matter of differing terminology 
s they are selected using a similar ‘box’ in super-colour space 
esigned to catch the spur of galaxies to the upper right of the
ed sequence. In the 1.25 < z q < 2 redshift bin, we see a very
imilar shape to that seen in SIMBA , and there is also a similar
edshift evolution at high masses. However, there are three distinct 
ifferences. First, the loss of high mass RQGs clearly starts at a
igher redshift in the data than in SIMBA . Secondly, at intermediate
edshift, the number of intermediate-mass RQGs [10 10 < M 

∗/M � < 

0 11 )] is significantly o v erestimated by SIMBA . Thirdly, in the low
edshift bin, the observations are dominated by low-mass RQGs ( M 

∗

 10 10 M �), which are entirely absent in SIMBA . The first and second
iscrepancies may be related, implying the jet mode feedback is 
perating too efficiently at 0.75 < z < 1.25 causing too much rapid
uenching in this redshift range. As for the third discrepancy, the 
QGs in the UDS at low- z and low mass are likely environmentally
uenched (Socolo vsk y et al. 2018 ; Wilkinson et al. 2021 ), which
ay indicate that environmental effects are not modelled sufficiently 

ccurately in SIMBA . Besides, there are also other possible reasons
or the third discrepancy, like (1) numerical effects caused by the 
imited SIMBA resolution (the galaxies at these masses have only 
275 stellar particles); (2) the AGN jet feedback in SIMBA is too

ub-dominant in these less massive galaxies. Detailed reasoning or 
roof for our hypotheses is difficult to obtain, hence beyond the scope
f this paper. 

.5 ‘Rapidly quenched’ or ‘post-starburst’ galaxies? 

n SIMBA , the red sequence in super-colour space lacks the clear
pur of RQGs to the upper-right, which is well separated from the
tar-forming cloud like in the UDS data. By fitting models to good
uality spectra and multiwavelength photometry of galaxies in the 
DS field, Wild et al. ( 2020 ) showed that these galaxies have a strong
urst of star formation, hence the observationally determined name 
f ‘post-starburst’ galaxies. Given the limited resolution, SIMBA may 
ot be able to produce the sharp bursts often invoked to represent
SBs, and in Fig. 5 , the SFHs do not show an obvious sharp rise
rior to the quenching in most cases. 
Here we investigate the impact on the colour distribution of adding

 pseudo-burst to the SFHs of the quenching galaxies. We first
elect the galaxies that lie between the star-forming and quiescent 
hresholds, i.e. 0.2/ t H < sSFR < 1/ t H in the z = 1 snapshot. We then
dentify all newly formed stellar particles with an age < 300 Myr
nd the manually change their age to 300 Myr so that these galaxies
hen have a pseudo starburst 300 Myr ago, followed by complete
uenching of the star formation. The stellar population synthesis 
rocess, the line-of-sight dust extinction, photometry and super- 
olour computation are then carried out as for the original analysis
f the SIMBA galaxies, and the resulting super -colour distrib ution is
hown in Fig. 9 . With this pseudo-burst, the thin spur to the upper-
ight of the red sequence is now as obvious as in UDS observations.

Hence, we conclude that the lack of this feature in SIMBA is likely a
irect result of galaxies not undergoing strong enough rapid starbursts 
rior to complete quenching. For this reason, the term ‘rapidly 
uenched galaxy’ is more appropriate for the SIMBA galaxies, while 
n the real Universe, it seems that most galaxies in this region of
uper-colour space are in fact ‘post-starburst galaxies.’ The lack of 
irect connection between starbursts and quenching noted in RM19 
hus may indicate a failing of the model, at least for a subset of
uenched galaxies. 
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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 DISCUSSION  

nlike in RM19 , we adopt a slightly different definition of rapid
uenching: the quenching time-scale is not scaled by the Hubble
ime in this paper. The bimodality in quenching time-scale still
xists and we argue that our definition has two advantages: (1) the
uenching time-scale is comparable to the stellar evolution time-
cale of the massive stars that dominate the spectral properties,
hus it is easier to link the RQGs in SIMBA with those identified
y their observed spectral energy distributions; (2) this definition
s more likely to relate to any physical time-scale of catastrophic
vents that could rapidly halt star formation in galaxies, rather than
low gas-consumption type quenching mechanisms that might be
xpected to scale with the Hubble time. It is in part this different
efinition of RQGs that allows us to identify that quenching events
t z = 1 and abo v e is preferentially rapid, a trend that is missed
n RM19 . Ho we ver, both definitions guide us to the conclusion that
 significant fraction of quiescent galaxies is quenched via rapid
rocesses. Though observations suggest that the importance of the
ast-quenching route may rapidly diminish at z < 1 (Rowlands et al.
018 ), the contribution from RQGs to the growth of the red sequence
hould not be ignored, at least o v er the first half of cosmic history.
his has important implications for the interpretation of results within

he current paradigm of mass versus environment quenching (e.g.
eng et al. 2010 ). 
We still do not have a clear idea about what mechanisms are

esponsible for the rapid quenching. Both RM19 and our results find
hat the rapid quenching route is important for galaxies with stellar

asses around 10 10 –10 11 M �. This mass range coincides with where
upermassive black hole driven jet feedback is ef fecti ve in SIMBA ,
uggesting that the fast quenching is likely associated with the violent
xpulsion of gas by the jets. In SIMBA , ho we v er, the jets e xplicitly do
ot carry material out of the ISM as they are briefly hydrodynamically
ecoupled, so it is interesting that it none the less rapidly quenches
alaxies; the X-ray feedback which pushes gas outwards and provides
nside-out quenching may play a role (Appleby et al. 2020 ). 

In Zheng et al.’s binary merger simulations, it is confirmed that
GN feedback is necessary to fully shut down the star formation

n post-merger, post-starburst galaxies. Ho we v er, the y also find that
he star formation in starburst galaxies can be rapidly suppressed to
 ‘main-sequence’ level without any contribution from black hole
eedback, which supports the picture that stellar feedback can also
lay an important role in the rapid quenching route, at least in the
arly post-starburst phase. The stellar feedback helps driving gas
utflows and disrupting the giant molecular clouds, which contributes
o the end of the starburst. The exact role of stellar feedback
n quenching remains unclear, and more discussion can be found
n French ( 2021 ). As SIMBA does not reproduce enough starburst
alaxies (see Section 3.5 ), the contribution from stellar feedback to
he rapid quenching will not be fully included, leading to a potential
nderestimation in the importance of fast quenching route, or need
or enhanced AGN feedback to be included. It would certainly be
aluable to further investigate the mechanisms that are responsible for
he fast quenching route in SIMBA . Investigating other cosmological
imulations such as Illustris-TNG (Springel et al. 2018 ) and EAGLE
Schaye et al. 2015 ) could also help answer the question. 

Mergers are believed to be an important route for rapid evolution
o early-type galaxies through a starburst phase. Observationally, in
he local Universe at least, many PSBs/RQGs are found to have tidal
eatures. The consistency between the observed rates of PSBs and the
erger rates at z � 1 also suggests a predominantly merger origin

f rapid quenching (Snyder et al. 2011 ). Ho we ver, RM19 finds a
NRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 

r  
ifferent picture in SIMBA : not enough mergers are spotted to explain
he number of quenched massive galaxies at z � 1.5. Furthermore,
hey find that galaxy quenching has no obvious correlation with
ajor mergers in SIMBA , disconnecting the rapid quenching route

rom merger induced starbursts (see also Quai et al. 2021 , for a
imilar result in Illustris-TNG). Clearly, further work is required to
nderstand these apparently disparate results, both observationally
nd theoretically. 

Observationally, the rapidly quenched satellites in clusters are
ound near to cluster centres (Owers et al. 2019 ), and it is now
ell established that the fraction of PSBs steadily increases from
 per cent in field to ∼ 15 per cent in dense clusters (Socolo vsk y
t al. 2018 ; Paccagnella et al. 2019 ). Unlike galaxies in the field,
alaxies in a dense environment are expected to experience a much
harder life’: ram pressure stripping, galaxy harassment, thermal
 v aporation, and starv ation. These additional processes are expected
o help rapidly stop the star formation and result RQGs. In SIMBA , it
s found that central galaxies are more likely to be rapidly quenched
ompared with satellites galaxies at the same stellar mass ( RM19 ).
hus, we can expect that the RQGs identified in this paper are more

ikely to be central galaxies, rather than galaxies that have recently
ntered a large o v erdensity. Further comparison of the environments
f RQGs in observations and simulations may help identify further
imilarities and differences between the real and simulated universes.

 SUMMARY  

e have investigated rapidly quenched galaxies (RQGs) in the
IMBA cosmological simulation at z = 0.5–2 and compared them

o observations in the UKIDSS ultra-deep surv e y using super-
olours from Wild et al. ( 2016 ). We track the progenitors of the
uiescent galaxies to obtain their SFHs, from which we measure
he quenching time-scale τ q , the time that the galaxies take to cross
rom a star-forming threshold to the quiescent threshold. We confirm
 bimodal distribution of quenching time-scales as in RM19 , and
ivide the quiescent galaxies into rapidly quenched (RQGs) and
lowly quenched. Mock photometric data are generated and a super-
olour analysis is carried out in order to compare the simulation to
bservations. 
The findings of this paper are summarized below: 

(i) The quenching time-scales of quiescent galaxies in SIMBA

how a stark bimodality with the division at τ q = 175 Myr, dividing
he quiescent galaxies into rapidly quenched galaxies and slowly
uenched ones; this echoes the results of RM19 , who found a
imodality at τ q ≈ 0.03 t H . 
(ii) The quiescent galaxies in SIMBA form a tight sequence in

uper-colour space, similar to that observed observationally, although
ffset in exact positioning. 
(iii) In SIMBA , the blue cloud blends with the quiescent population

n super-colour space, unlike the observed blue sequence, which
s likely due to an inaccurate dust treatment. Additionally, the
iscrepancies between the super-colours of galaxies in SIMBA and
he observational UDS data set hint that SIMBA is not perfect in
erms of creating the right types of star formation and metallicity
istories. 
(iv) The super -colour distrib ution additionally shows that SIMBA

acks galaxies that have undergone strong rapid starbursts, thus the
ed sequence in super-colour space lacks the clear spur of RQGs to
he upper-right that is seen in observations. 

(v) 95 per cent of SIMBA RQGs pass through the upper-right
egion of super-colour space observationally identified as containing
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ost-starburst galaxies, proving that the super-colour method is an 
f fecti ve selection technique to identify RQGs. Ho we ver, there is
ome mass dependence, with a smaller fraction identified via their 
uper-colours at stellar masses abo v e 10 11 M �. 

(vi) We find that 59 per cent of the quiescent galaxies at z = 1 in
IMBA have been rapidly quenched with τ q < 175 Myr, contributing 
48 per cent of the stellar mass growth of the red sequence. This is

t the upper end of the ∼25–50 per cent derived observationally by
ild et al. ( 2020 ) at 0.5 < z q < 2, and higher than that estimated by
elli et al. ( 2019 ) at z ∼ 1.4. 
(vii) RQGs have a lower typical stellar mass than the overall 

uiescent population, with a distinct reduction in the importance 
f the rapid quenching route below 10 11 M �. This coincides with the
ass range where SIMBA ’s jet feedback is dominant, consistent with 

he idea that the star formation in these RQGs is rapidly quenched
y the violent jet feedback. 
(viii) At z = 0.5, the RQGs that have passed through the box

egion of super-colour space have a median visibility time of 
400 Myr, which is a little short compared to the 0.5–1 Gyr estimated

bservationally by Wild et al. ( 2020 ). However, the difference may
e caused by the differing boundaries necessitated by the shift in 
uper-colours between observations and simulation. Interestingly, 
he visibility time-scale of RQGs decreases as redshift decreases, 
 result that requires observational verification with higher redshift 
pectroscopic samples. 

(ix) In SIMBA , the importance of the rapid quenching route 
ecreases with decreasing redshift for galaxies with stellar masses 
 10 10 M �, but remains important for galaxies with lower stellar
ass even at z = 0.5. However, the mass functions of RQGs do

ot compare perfectly with observations, with a significant excess of 
ntermediate and high mass RQGs at 1 < z q < 1.5 and a lack of low

ass RQGs at 0.5 < z q < 1 in SIMBA compared to observations. This
mplies that the jet mode feedback is operating too efficiently at 0.75
 z < 1.25 causing too much rapid quenching in this redshift range.

Clearly, much more remains to be understood about the rapidly 
uenched galaxies. The SIMBA simulation helps us to investigate 
he importance of the rapid quenching pathway and its evolution 
t different stellar masese and different redshifts. Exactly which 
echanism(s) is/are responsible for the rapid quenching remains as 

ntriguing problems to be solved in the future. The discrepancies 
etween the properties of simulated RQGs in SIMBA and real RQGs
n observations suggest some flaws in SIMBA , which will help guide
uture impro v ements. These sorts of detailed comparisons in the 
bservational plane can thus shed new light on the physics of galaxy
ormation and particularly the pathways to galaxy quenching. 
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11 This is not due to the spacing of the snapshots in SIMBA , as the photometry 
is computed from the full stellar age-metallicity distribution in each galaxy, 
combined with line-of-sight dust extinction 
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PPENDI X  A :  DI SCREPANCI ES  BETWEEN  T H E
I STRI BU TI ON  O F  SI M BA A N D  U D S  G A L A X I E S  

N  SUPER-COLOUR  SPAC E  

s noted in the main text, there are significant discrepancies
etween the distribution of SIMBA and UDS galaxies in super-colour
pace (see Fig. 3 ). 11 Here, we try to interpret the origin of these
iscrepancies. 
The primary discrepancy between SIMBA and UDS galaxies

s the relative position of the star-forming blue-sequence to the
uiescent galaxies. Unlike the galaxies in the UDS, these two galaxy
opulations in SIMBA do not clearly separate from each other, hence
he o v erall galaxy distribution of SIMBA does not have a well-
efined ‘green-valle y’ re gion. Star -forming galaxies ha ve more dust
han quiescent galaxies, which leads to stronger flux attenuation,
articularly in the blue, which can impact the measured super-
olours. In Fig. A1 , we show the distribution of the first two super-
olours with and without dust attenuation in the left-hand and central
olumns. The blue sequence is well separated from the quiescent
opulation when dust attenuation is excluded. It seems plausible that
n inaccurate dust treatment could be the cause for moving the blue
equence too far to the red to blend with the quiescent population. 

Another suspected cause of the discrepancies is the stellar pop-
lation model used when creating the mock photometric data for
IMBA galaxies. Thus, we recreate the mock photometric data for
IMBA galaxies with another stellar population model, the BC03
odel (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ). The differences between SIMBA

nd UDS results remain as shown in Fig. A1 
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Figure A1. The distribution of SIMBA galaxies at redshift z = 1 in SC1-SC2 space, the RQG selection box is plotted for reference. Left-hand panel: Super-colours 
computed including the line-of-sight dust extinction; Middle panel: Super-colours computed without dust extinction; Right-hand panel: Super-colours computed 
with the BC03 model (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ) and without dust extinction. 
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PPENDIX  B:  BRIEF  DISCUSSION  A B O U T  SC3  

oth the second and third super-colours (SC2 and SC3) control 
he exact SED shape around the 4000 Å break, they correlate with 

etallicity and give additional information on stellar ages and dust. 
hus, SC3 can help break the de generac y between metallicity, age,
nd dust in some cases. In Fig. B1 , we display the distribution of the
C1-SC3 of SIMBA galaxies (upper panels) and galaxies in the UDS 

middle panels) as well as the 1D distribution of SC3 in the bottom
Figure B1. Same as Fig. 3 but for the

his paper has been typeset from a T E 

X/L 

A T E 

X file prepared by the author. 
anel. The distribution of SIMBA galaxies shows a bar structure in the
C1-SC3 space, which is clearer at z = 0.99 (the upper right-hand
anel). We confirmed that almost all quiescent galaxies fall on this
ar structure, while the star-forming galaxies occupy a larger region 
nd form the cloud. In contrast, the UDS galaxies do not show a clear
ar. Ho we ver, this may be due to the measurement error on SC3 in
he observations. Further investigation with only those observations 
here spectroscopic redshifts are available might be worthwhile to 
nd out whether SC3 could be useful in the future. 
MNRAS 513, 27–41 (2022) 
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